The a16z Summit is the premier event bridging thinkers, builders, and innovators to explore and examine the future of tech—where we are today, what’s next on the horizon, and what we can’t yet begin to imagine.

Hosted by Andreessen Horowitz, this gathering is carefully curated—from the invited guests, (including C-suite from F500/G2000; academic researchers; industry influencers; and key institutional investors), to the thought leaders on stage. No other conference creates this unique intersection of networks on an intimate scale to allow for real connections, conversations, and discoveries to take place.

2018 Highlights
Engage with Industry Leaders, Entrepreneurs, and Influencers

As in previous years, the 2018 a16z Summit brought together leaders and experts from a wide range of industries around a common dialogue of tech and innovation. The event fostered nearly 6,000 connections among groundbreaking entrepreneurs; C-suite from F500/G2000 companies; distinguished computer science and engineering researchers and academics; top international endowments and institutional investors; policy leaders, influencers; and many other notable friends of the firm.
This was a stand out conference—mind expanding and thought provoking.”

ATTENDEE

You guys blew my mind at a16z. Of all the conferences I attend (Davos, TED, etc) this is my new favorite. Well done and thank you.”

DYLAN TAYLOR
President and COO, Colliers International

It felt like I was getting a second MBA.”

BRYAN REAGAN
CMO, Actifio
Explore Content Examing the Latest in Tech

From keynote presentations highlighting game-changing tech, to provocative yet grounded discussions about how innovation actually happens, the 2018 a16z Summit had it all. Attendees enjoyed compelling conversations on the big ideas that will change our world, and discussions around what it will take for those ideas to come to life. The following snapshots highlight a few of the presentations and talks which took place there:

**Building Crypto, from Vision to Reality**
Brian Armstrong, Cofounder and CEO, Coinbase
Chris Dixon, General Partner, a16z crypto
Sonal Chokshi, Partner, Andreessen Horowitz

**The Infrastructure of Total Health**
Bernard Tyson, Chairman and CEO, Kaiser Permanente
Ben Horowitz, Cofounder and General Partner, Andreessen Horowitz

**Extending Human Lifespan**
Kristen Fortney, CEO, BIOAGE

**When Advertising Isn’t Enough**
Connie Chan, General Partner, Andreessen Horowitz

**M&A and Innovation, Inside Out**
Stephanie Cohen, Chief Strategy Officer, Goldman Sachs
Martin Casado, General Partner, Andreessen Horowitz

**Gaming Goes Mainstream**
Bobby Kotick, CEO, Activision Blizzard
Marc Andreessen, Cofounder and General Partner, Andreessen Horowitz

**Better Together: Humanity + Machine Learning**
Frank Chen, Partner, Andreessen Horowitz

**Nature as Technology**
James Rogers, Cofounder and CEO, Apeel Sciences

**Crypto, Beyond Silk Road**
Katie Haun, General Partner, a16z crypto

Click Here to View More

To check out the full agenda from the 2018 a16z Summit, click here.
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